
With Egypt falling apart at the seams this week, I have thought several times: “you know, 
maybe having Hosni Mubarak over there wasn’t such a bad thing after all.” When you add 
the current turmoil in that country with the situation in Syria; the less than friendly folks in 
Iran, and whatever is going on in Libya, Americans should probably be questioning why we 
are as involved in that section of the world as we are.  

While some folks might argue Israel is the reason, methinks our real interest in the Middle 
East has far more to do with oil than the Israelis. Sure, Egypt is not a major oil producer, but 
it has the largest army in Africa and the 10th largest in the world. As such, what happens in 
Cairo is of pretty major importance in a volatile section of the world, arguably more so than 
what happens in Tunis or even Damascus.  

Now, through June, the United States has imported $133.915 billion (customs value) worth 
of crude oil alone. Of this, slightly more than half was from OPEC nations, with the bulk of 
this portion coming from Saudi Arabia and Venezuela. Our largest crude oil provider is ac-
tually Canada, and Mexico is 3rd (behind the Saudis), but few people know that.  

Still, the amount of money the US ships to the Middle East because it consumes more en-
ergy than it produces isn’t insignificant, and will probably total slightly less than $90 billion 
in 2013. Further, the US demand for foreign crude indirectly props up places like Iran, 
which benefit from higher global oil prices, which we DO directly impact.  

In short, the US is involved in the Middle East, directly and indirectly, because it will im-
port around $275-300 billion worth of crude oil in 2013, and the Middle East has a lot of the 
stuff, regardless of political boundaries.  

Therefore, again, what happens in Cairo matters because Cairo matters in that section of the 
world, and that section of the world matters because it has a disproportionate percent of the 
global supply of fossil fuels, AND the US has a disproportionate demand for them. As long 
as this is the case, the Middle East will be front page news; it has something the rest of the 
world wants, needs, and is willing to pay for it.  

Clearly, the only way to make the Middle East less relevant is to increase the global supply 
of fossil fuels elsewhere, ideally in the United States, which is the largest consumer of them. 
The benefits to our country would be immense! Shaving $275 billion off our annual trade 
deficit would have a 1.75% positive impact on the GDP equation...alone, and would have as 
big a mathematical impact as all of the Research & Development we do as a nation! That is 
just the simple math; I don’t have to think about this. There isn’t any mental gymnastics 
here: energy self-sufficiency has, or will have, an enormous economic impact on the United 
States.  

Hey, I haven’t even touched on what lower energy prices will mean for consumers and busi-
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nesses. Nor have I breathed a word on the enormous economic impact of a build-out of additional energy infra-
structure/capacity will/would have. Can you imagine? Going to your local service station, and choosing from 
any number of different types of fuels at the station….all fracked, drilled, or distilled in the good ol’ USA? 
Trust me; we have the resources necessary; we just need to have the will to tap them.  

Of course, poly sci majors and political wonks could counter with: “US energy self-sufficiency would lead to 
economic upheaval in the Middle East and other energy export driven economies. This could lead to political 
and societal instability in volatile sections of the geopolitical landscape, and increase the attractiveness of 
known terrorist organizations like al-Qaeda for the increasingly economically disadvantaged population. While 
dependence on foreign oil is a hindrance to US economic growth on the margins, it is a major political stabi-
lizer across the globe, and has been a way for the US to provide indirect economic aid to countries without 
funneling it through the Federal budget.” If that makes sense to you, I am sorry.  

With that said, while the big, vertically integrated oil/energy companies might pay big dollars to K Street lob-
byists in Washington, ultimately, they are ambivalent where they make their money. They are impersonal enti-
ties whose primary responsibility is to generate a profit for their shareholders. IF they think they can generate 
that profit here in the US due to a change in government energy policy, they will do so. Big Oil doesn’t cut 
deals with dudes like Chavez because  they think despots, demagogues, and autocrats are swell guys. No; they 
do it because they can get the stuff out of the ground there, out to the global market, AND make a profit.  

As such, IF the United States really wants to become energy independent, it would or should do everything 
possible to ensure it is economically attractive to tap domestic energy resources AND make them commer-
cially viable. In essence, what can Washington do to “grease the skids” for the energy sector? Consider this 
from the US Energy Information Administration:  
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Proved reserves of crude oil and natural gas in the United States up sharply in 2011 
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Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-23, Annual Survey of Domestic Oil and Gas Reserves.  
Note: Proved reserves are measured as of December 31.  
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U.S. proved crude oil reserve additions in 2011 set a record volumetric increase for the second year in a row, according to newly 
published estimates in EIA's U.S. Crude Oil and Natural Gas Proved Reserves, 2011. Natural gas proved reserve additions fell short 
of setting a record, but still ranked as the second largest annual increase since 1977. Crude oil reserves rose 15% (almost 3.8 billion 
barrels) to the highest level since 1985, and natural gas reserves were up almost 10% (31.2 trillion cubic feet). 

Proved oil reserves, which include crude oil and lease condensate, increased to 29.0 billion barrels, marking the third consecutive 
annual increase and the highest volume of proved reserves since 1985. Proved reserves in tight oil plays accounted for 3.6 billion 
barrels (13%) of total proved reserves of crude oil and lease condensate in 2011. 

Texas recorded the largest increase in proved oil reserves among individual states, largely because of continuing development in the 
Permian Basin and the Eagle Ford formation in the Western Gulf Basin. North Dakota had the second largest increase, driven by 
development activity in the Bakken formation in the Williston Basin. 

 

 

Combined, Texas and Pennsylvania added 73% of the net increase in proved wet natural gas reserves in 2011. Pennsylvania's proved 
natural gas reserves, which more than doubled in 2010, increased by 12.7 trillion cubic feet in 2011, contributing 41% of the overall 
gain in proved reserves. Proved reserves in shale gas plays accounted for 131.6 trillion cubic feet (38%) of total proved reserves of 
wet natural gas in 2011. 

Natural gas proved reserves, estimated as wet gas that includes liquids in the natural gas stream, increased by almost 10% in 2011 to 
348.8 trillion cubic feet (Tcf), the 13th consecutive annual increase. 

See graph on next page  

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-23, Annual Survey of Domestic Oil and Gas Reserves. 
Note: EIA's estimates of proved reserves are based on an annual survey of domestic oil and gas well operators. ‡ Data withheld to 
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Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-23, Annual Survey of Domestic Oil and Gas Reserves. 
Note: EIA's estimates of proved reserves are based on an annual survey of domestic oil and gas well operators. ‡ Data withheld to 
avoid disclosure of individual company data. 
Note: Click to enlarge.  
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At current daily usage rates and “proved reserves,” the US has about 4 years of crude oil. Clearly, we would 
have to develop new reserves/supplies, and there is no reason to think we wouldn’t, as producers have magi-
cally “found” about 10 billion barrels since 2007. Laughingly, although we have consumed, quite literally, tens 
of billions of barrels of domestic crude oil over the last several decades, we have more in ‘reserves’ than we 
have had since the early 1980s. Isn’t that strange? Hmm?  

Even so, you know, 4 years of crude oil doesn’t sound like a lot. So, how much natural gas do we have at to-
day’s rates? This also from the EIA: “EIA estimates that there are 2,203 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of natural gas 
that is technically recoverable in the United States. At the rate of U.S. natural gas consumption in 2011 of 
about 24 Tcf per year, 2,203 Tcf of natural gas is enough to last about 92 years.”  

But what is Washington doing about this? Well, it would seem as though someone in the bureaucracy is paying 
some lip service to this, as is evidenced by the following link which takes you to a laundry list of existing laws 
& incentives. However, if you read the various programs, you will likely come to the same conclusion I did: 
“why doesn’t Washington quit tip-toeing around the issue, and implement something with some real teeth in 
it? I mean, throw some out of pocket money at it? If you want alternative fuels and clean energy in the United 
States, give the oil companies money, yeah….give it to them, to add pumps, and be done with it. Throw in 
some regulations about distance from the other pumps, and verbiage limiting proprietor liability in the case of 
idiots who simply have to smoke when they fill up, and lets get on with it.  

http://www.afdc.energy.gov/laws/laws/US/tech/3253.  
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This report does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell and securities. The public information con-
tained in this report was obtained from sources and vendors deemed to be reliable, but it is not represented to be complete and its 
accuracy is not guaranteed.  

This report is designed to provide an insightful and entertaining commentary on the investment markets and economy. The opinions 
expressed reflect the judgment of the author as of the date of publication and are subject to change without notice; they do not repre-
sent the official opinions of the author’s employer unless clearly expressed within the document. 

The opinions expressed within this report are those of John Norris as of the date listed on the first page of the document. They are 
subject to change without notice, and do not necessarily reflect the views of Oakworth Capital Bank, its directors, shareholders, and 
employees.   
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I know I have written about this in the past, but the continued turmoil in the Middle East, coupled with our 
strained relations with other oil exporters like Venezuela and Ecuador, leaves me wondering: what is stopping 
us from moving forward with this? Heck, TARP ended up being $475 billion, and the auto industry bailout has 
been estimated to be upwards of $85 billion...all to keep things from failing. How about $10 billion to actually 
facilitate this? You know, $10 billion in interest free loans to build, let’s say, 10,000 CNG/LNG “fast-fill sta-
tions.” That would be more than enough to get the industry/infrastructure booming, and the demand for bi or 
tri-fuel cars rolling in the US. Hmm….let me think.  

300,000,000 divided by 10,000 equals 30,000. So, 1 CNG/LNG fueling station for every 30,000 people. That 
would mean roughly 40 in the Birmingham metro area. Huh. Would that work, or at least get the building 
boom started? I would be willing to bet, drum roll please, yes.  

Now, you might be thinking: “$10 billion to business to build out this stuff? You gotta be kidding. Norris, that 
ain’t capitalism, and it sure ain’t the American Way!” Well, maybe, in a simpler place and time you would be 
right, but Norman Rockwell died in 1978, and Washington is so involved in American business we ain’t never 
going back to anything approaching pure capitalism, if we ever really had such a thing. 

What I am proposing, or what the government should be doing, is simply being good with numbers. $10 bil-
lion to truly jumpstart saving $275 billion every year? To me, that is a no-brainer. Heck, spend $10 billion 
every year to make this happen until it does happen. The government will more than make the money back 
through increased national savings, and GDP growth. Hey, the government is already up to its eyeballs in 
American business; why not do something stimulative every now and again?  

Simplistic? Decidedly. As easy as I think or say it is? Nowhere near it. However, this one issue, US energy 
independence, has the potential to be one of the greatest wealth generators of this generation, and our nation’s 
policies need to reflect or somehow address this. While solar, biofuel, wind, and other “alternative” energies 
might sound really cutting edge, this is something Washington can do now, and we can realistically reap the 
benefits by the end of the decade.  

Then, and only then, we can choose to get involved in the Middle East because we should get involved, not 
because we have to get involved.  
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